Conference on Development and Security Crossroads for the Philippines and Asia
UP Center for Integrative and Development Studies
Basement, Ang Bahay ng Alumni, Magsaysay Avenue
University of the Philippines Diliman, Quezon City
22 October 2018

8:30-9:00  Registration
9:00-9:30  Dr. Teresa E. Tadem
          Executive Director, University of the Philippines Center for Integrative and
          Development Studies
          Welcome remarks

          Dr. Aileen S.P. Baviera
          Editor-in-Chief, Asian Politics & Policy
          Professor, Asian Center, University of the Philippines
          Overview

9:30-10:45  Panel I Populism and Democratic Disruptions: Economic and Strategic
           Consequences for the Philippines

          Disinformation and Rogue Populism in the Philippines
          Dr. Ma. Diosa Labiste, University of the Philippines Diliman

          Caring and Cleaning: The Aesthetics of Pro-Duterte Politics
          Mr. Janus Isaac Nolasco, University of the Philippines Diliman

          Second Image Reversed & Elite Conflict: The Political Economy of Chinese Capital in Maritime
          Southeast Asia
          Mr. Alvin A. Camba, Johns Hopkins University

          Taxation and Regime Security
          Dr. Amado M. Mendoza, Jr., University of the Philippines Diliman

          Moderator:  Dr. Aries Arugay, Associate Professor, Political Science Department
                      University of the Philippines Diliman

10:45-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-12:30  Panel II Local Perspectives on Post-conflict Reconstruction

          Contested Peacebuilding and Post-Crisis Reconstruction in East Asia
          Dr. Brendan Howe, Ewha Womans University, Korea
Building an architecture of trust: trust and justice deficit in the Bangsamoro
Dr. Imelda Deinla, Australian National University

Hybrid Security Governance in the Bangsamoro: Linkages between Security Sector Reform and Sub-state building
Ms. Pauleen Gorospe, National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS)

USAID’s Mindanao for Youth (MyDev) Program:
Integrating Development Diplomacy in Counterterrorism Strategy
Mr. Mark Manantan, Asia Pacific Pathways to Progress

Moderator: Dr. Eduardo C. Tadem
Convenor, Program on Alternative Development
UP Center for Integrative and Development

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-3:00 Panel III Southeast Asia’s China Dilemma

Maritime Cooperation and the Development-Security Nexus between the Philippines and the ‘Quad’
LCDR Xylee C. Paculba PN, Philippine Navy, and
CPT Dianne Faye C. Despi PROF, Corps of Professors, AFP

Rise of the White Hulls in Southeast Asia
LCDR Jay Tristan Tarriela, Philippine Coast Guard and National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS)

Naval Diplomacy as an Instrument for Conflict Prevention in the SCS: Dispute Rationale, Drivers, and Prospects
Mr. Rej Cortez Torrecampo, Philippine Center of Excellence in Defense, Development and Security (PCEDS)

Economic Calculations in Vietnam’s Management of the South China Sea Disputes
Ms. NGUYEN Phuong Ly, University of Melbourne

Moderator: Dr. Aileen S.P. Baviera

3:00-3:15 Break
3:15-5:00  Panel IV Emerging Rules-based Order for the Indo-Pacific

Evolving Order-building in the Indo-Pacific: Alliance Politics and the Australian Role
Dr. William Tow, Australian National University

Contested Concepts: Australia Debates the Asian Order
Dr. Brendan Taylor, Australian National University

The Role of Middle Powers in the Modernization of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP):
The Case of the Philippines and the Special Japan-Australia Strategic Partnership
Dr. Renato Cruz De Castro, De La Salle University

Cyber security dilemma in Indo-Pacific: Creating a Cyber governance Framework in ASEAN
Mr. Mark Manantan, Asia Pacific Pathways to Progress, and
Mr. Erick Nielson C. Javier, Office for Strategic Studies and Strategy Management, Armed
Forces of the Philippines

Moderator: Prof. Herman Kraft, Political Science Department
University of the Philippines Diliman

5:00-5:15  Dr. Maria Ela Atienza
Professor, Political Science Department, University of the Philippines Diliman
Closing Remarks

Organized by Asian Politics & Policy, UP CIDS Program on Strategic Studies and the UP
Department of Political Science